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764 J. Johnsenontrast with the existing literature, whih has various page-long arguments both for thegeneri ases (s > 1p + (n� 1)( 1p � 1)+) and the lassial borderline s = 1p (1 � p � 1).The present paper should also be interesting for this reason.Thirdly, another perspetive on 0 is also gained from the mixed-norm estimate, forthis yields (sine the value xn = 0 has no speial signi�ane) that all the treated spaesBsp;q are ontained in C(R;D0(Rn�1)) and that 0 is a restrition of the natural trae onthe latter spae. This property has not been given muh attention in the Besov spaeliterature (J. Peetre's report [18℄ seems to be the only example), although in pratie 0has been de�ned spae by spae by means of a limiting proedure. Evidently, this raisesthe question whether 0u is onsistently de�ned when u belongs to both C(Rn) andB11;1(Rn) or to another intersetion of two spaes. However, the onsisteny is alwaysassured by the below embedding into C(R;D0(Rn�1)).Finally, the surjetivity of 0 : B 1pp;q(Rn)! Lp(Rn�1) for 1 � p <1 and 0 < q � 1is given a new proof by an easy extension of the Closed Range Theorem to quasi-Banahspaes.For preision's sake it should be mentioned that 0 in the beginning of the analysisrefers to a working de�nition of the trae as0u =X(��k � u)jxn=0;whereby u =XF�1(�kû)is a Littlewood-Paley deomposition (f. Setion 3 below). Consisteny and indepen-dene of the �k are obtained post-festum (f. (1.3) and Theorem 1.4 below).As a point of departure, the generi properties of 0 are realled:Theorem 1.1 (see [12, 20℄). When applied to the Besov spaes Bsp;q(Rn) with0 < p; q � 1, the trae 0 is ontinuous0 : Bsp;q(Rn)! Bs� 1pp;q (Rn�1) (1:2)for s > 1p if p � 1, and for s > np � n+ 1 if p < 1. Moreover, 0 has a right inverse K,whih is a bounded operator from Bs� 1pp;q (Rn�1) to Bsp;q(Rn) for every s 2 R.It is known, but proved expliitly here that, on the one hand, 0 in (1.2) is arestrition of the distributional trae, that is off(0) de�ned for f 2 C(R;D0(Rn�1)): (1:3)(This is also denoted by 0f in the rest of the introdution.) On the other hand, therestrition of 0 to the Shwartz spae S(Rn) extends by ontinuity (f. [5, 6, 13, 22℄)to an operator T : Bsp;q(Rn)! Lp(Rn�1) for s > 1p ; 0 < p < 1: (1:4)



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 765It should be emphasised that T is rather di�erent from 0 when s < np � n + 1 =1p+(n�1)( 1p�1) (whereby 0 ats only on the intersetion of Bsp;q and C(R;D0(Rn�1)),f. (1.3)). Their inompatibility may be exempli�ed by tensorising some ' 2 C10 (R)equal to 1 near xn = 0 with the delta measure Æ0 in Rn�1, for0�Æ0(x0)
 '(xn)� = Æ0(x0) (1:5)whereas T �Æ0(x0)
 '(xn)� = 0: (1:6)Here (1.5) is lear by (1.3), sine aÆ0 depends ontinuously on the salar a.The result in (1.6) is onneted to the fat that the o-domain Lp is not ontinuouslyembedded into D0 when p < 1; this fat is elementary, for when � 2 S(Rn) with R � = 1,then kn�(k�) tends to Æ0 in D0 and to 0 in Lp for k !1 beausekkn�(k�)jLpk = k�jLpkkn(1� 1p ) ! 0 for eah p < 1: (1:7)With a similar � 2 S(Rn�1) and  k(x) = kn�1�(kx0)'(xn),0 k = kn�1�(kx0)! Æ0 in D0 (1:8)whereas T k = kn�1�(kx0)! 0 in Lp; (1:9)so the sequene ( k) is treated rather di�erently by 0 and T (in fat (1.6) an be provedthus, f. Remark 8.1 below). These phenomena also depend on the domain hosen in(1.4). Indeed, 0 in (1.3) is for p < 1 ontinuous B np�n+1p;q ! D0 only if q � 1 (and afortiori not at all for s < np �n+1) by [16: Lemma 2.8℄ or [14: Lemma 2.5.2℄; however,the ounterexample there does not ontradit (1.4), f. Remark 8.2. (Similarly, for s = 1pand q > 1, hene for s < 1p , it was shown too that 0 is never ontinuous from Bsp;q,regardless of the o-domain.) Moreover, the severe shortomings of T in onnetion withellipti boundary problems for s � np � n+ 1 are reviewed in Remark 8.3 below.Altogether T disards so muh information that it is inonsistent with the distribu-tion trae 0, seemingly to the extent that it is inappropriate, for the usual appliations,to maintain s = 1p as the borderline when p < 1.In view of the above, it is natural to analyse s = np � n+ 1 when p < 1. The mainpoint is that q � p � 1 and p < q � 1 onstitute two rather di�erent ases:Theorem 1.2. For 0 < p < 1 the operator 0 is ontinuous0 : B np�n+1p;q (Rn)! B(n�1)( 1p�1)p;1 (Rn�1) if q � p < 1; (1:10)whereas it is bounded0 : B np�n+1p;q (Rn)! B(n�1)( 1q�1)q;1 (Rn�1) when p < q � 1: (1:11)



766 J. JohnsenFurthermore, q is the smallest possible integral-exponent for the o-domain in (1:11),for even Btr;1 an only reeive when r � q.This shows that the smallest Besov spae one may use as a o-domain of 0 isB(n�1)( 1r�1)r;1 with r = max(p; q) when s = np �n+1 and 0 < p < 1; in addition, neither(1.10) nor (1.11) is a surjetion (hene the range is not a Besov spae, f. Remark 1.5below). Altogether this makes a noteworthy ontrast with Theorem 1.1.To eluidate Theorem 1.2, one an observe that the above-mentioned operator T isa ontinuous surjetion (see [5: Theorem 5.1℄ and [22: 4.4.3℄),T : B 1pp;q(Rn)! Lp(Rn�1) for 0 < q � p < 1: (1:12)Here the ondition q � p is known to be neessary, and formally a distintion between thesame ases appear in Theorem 1.2, too. This seems surprising and unnotied hitherto,and a fortiori the theorem is a novelty (f. Remark 1.5 below).As an interpretation of (1.1), note that it follows from (1.10) when ombined witha Sobolev embedding. In fat, given (1.10), thenB np�n+1p;q (Rn) ,! B nq�n+1q;q (Rn) 0�! B(n�1)( 1q�1)q;1 (Rn�1); (1:13)and sine q is the optimal integral-exponent on the right-hand side of (1.11) (f. Setion7 below), this is the only way to apply 0 when p < q � 1. Moreover, in both (1.10)and (1.11) one an take L1(Rn�1) as the reeiving spae, for by a Sobolev embeddinginto B11;1(Rn) the question is redued to a ase (viz. p = 1) of the followingTheorem 1.3. Let 1 � p � 1 and 0 < q � 1. Then 0 in (1:3) is bounded0 : B 1pp;q(Rn)! Lp(Rn�1): (1:14)Moreover, (1:14) is a surjetion if 1 � p <1 and 0 < q � 1.Earlier Burenkov, Gol'dman and Peetre [2, 10, 18℄ proved surjetivity for q = 1 (thelatter two even for anisotropi spaes), but the �rst to onsider this borderline wereseemingly Agmon and H�ormander [1℄ (f. their note), who overed p = 2. However,the borderline itself was found in 1951 by Nikolski�� [17℄. Using atomi deompositions,Frazier and Jawerth [5℄ proved the surjetivity for 0 < q � 1. An alternative argumentis given below by means of a short appliation of the Closed Range Theorem (extendedto quasi-Banah spaes); it should be interesting beause of the simpliity.Theorems 1:1 � 1:3 are proved and re-proved here, for they may atually all beobtained by ombining general priniples with a single, mixed-norm estimate; in itsturn, this estimate follows straightforwardly from the Paley-Wiener-Shwartz theoremand the Nikolski��-Planherel-Polya inequality (see Setion 4 below). Besides being auni�ed proof, it is also simple ompared to those, e.g., in [3, 5, 21℄.The mixed-norm estimate atually shows S 0-onvergene of the series entering theworking de�nition of 0u in (3.1) below. In Theorem 1.3 this is a onsequene of Lp'sompleteness, and for the generi ases in Theorem 1.1 it follows from known onver-gene riteria for series with spetral onditions, summed up in part (ii) of Theorem 3.1below.Furthermore, a small reetion about this estimate yields



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 767Theorem 1.4. Let s � 1p + (n� 1)( 1p � 1)+, and suppose q � 1 holds in the aseof equality. Then there is an inlusionBsp;q(Rn) � C(R;D0(Rn�1)); (1:15)and the working de�nition of 0 equals the restrition to Bsp;q(Rn) of the natural traeon the spae C(R; D0(Rn�1)).For the two ases in Theorem 1.2 it is also noteworthy that they stem from ananalogous destintion in part (iii) of Theorem 3.1 below. However, part (iii) of thelatter theorem is atually a generalisation of the riteria to the borderline s = np � n,and the neessity of the splitting into two ases is shown in Proposition 3.2. Hene thispaper also ontributes to the onvergene riteria in general Besov spaes.Remark 1.5. In a subsequent joint work [7℄, inspired by the present artile, es-peially Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, the traes of all admissible Besov and Triebel-Lizorkinspaes were determined. In partiular, the exat ranges in (1.10) and (1.11) were foundto be the approximation spae A(n�1)( 1p�1)p;q in both ases. So although r = max(p; q) isthe smallest possible integral-exponent when the o-domain is stipulated to be a Besovspae (as in Theorem 1.2 �. and throughout this paper), the situation is di�erent if thesale of Asp;q spaes is adopted.Aknowledgement. In the early stages I bene�tted from disussions with Prof.H. Triebel, who also kindly provided [18℄.2. PreliminariesFor the general notions in distribution theory standard notation is used, similarly to[11℄; C(R; X) denotes the vetor spae of ontinuous funtions from R to X, and if Xis a Banah spae, Cb(R; X) stands for the sup-normed spae of ontinuous boundedfuntions.For the Besov spaes Bsp;q the onventions of [23℄ are adopted, so the norm is de�nedfrom a Littlewood-Paley deomposition 1 =P1j=0�j(�), where the �j(�) vanish unless11202j � j�j � 13102j when j > 0. This may, moreover, be obtained by letting �0 = 	0and �j = 	j � 	j�1 when 	j(�) = 	(2�j j�j) for some real C1 funtion 	(t) on Rvanishing for t > 1310 and equalling 1 for t < 1110 ; in this ase 	j = �0 + : : :+ �j . ThenBsp;q is de�ned to onsist of the u 2 S 0(Rn) for whihkujBsp;qk = � 1Xk=0 2skqkF�1(�kû)jLpkq� 1q <1: (2:1)On Rn�1 a partition of unity 1 =P�0j with �0j(�0) = �j(�0; 0) is used.Equivalently, a partition may be used in whih eah funtion is a produt of nfators, eah depending on a single oordinate �j of �. This is folklore, but for preision



768 J. Johnsenthe following easy onstrution and Lemma 2.1 below are given. Let �(1)k and 	(1)kdenote the funtions obtained in the manner above for n = 1. Then~	k(�) := 	(1)k (�1) � � �	(1)k (�n) (2:2)equals 1 in B1(0; 11102k), the max-norm ball of radius 11102k, entred at the origin; supp~	klies in B1(0; 13102k). Now insertion of 	(1)k = 	(1)k�1 +�(1)k gives, for k � 1,~	k(�) = ~	k�1(�) + X;6=J�f1;:::;ng�J;k(�) (2:3)whereby �J;k(�) = Yj2J �(1)k (�j)Yj =2J 	(1)k�1(�j): (2:4)Letting �J;0 = ~	0, this yields a smooth partition of unity sine for � 2 Rn1 = 1Xk=0XJ �J;k(�): (2:5)When k � 1, then evidentlysupp�J;k � B1(0; 13102k) nB1(0; 11102k�1): (2:6)Observe also the tensor produt struture of the funtion �J;k and that �J;k(�) =�J;1(2�(k�1)�) for k � 1.Finally, the next lemma may be proved in the usual way by means of part (iv) inTheorem 3.1 below, using also that independently of k there are (1 or) 2n � 1 terms inthe sum over J .Lemma 2.1. For every s 2 R and p; q 2 ℄0;1℄ the Besov spae Bsp;q(Rn) oinideswith the set of u 2 S 0(Rn) for whih the quasi-normkujBsp;qk� = � 1Xk=0XJ 2skqkF�1(�J;kû)jLpkq� 1q (2:7)is �nite. Moreover, k � jBsp;qk� is an equivalent quasi-norm for Bsp;q.



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 7693. De�nition of the trae3.1 The working de�nition. When dealing with 0u it is onvenient to take aLittlewood-Paley partition of unity, say 1 =P1j=0 �j , and let0u = 1Xj=0F�1(�jFu)��xn=0 (3:1)for those u 2 S 0(Rn) for whih the sum onverges in D0(Rn�1): by the Paley-Wiener-Shwartz theorem eah summand F�1(�jFu) is an entire analyti funtion for whihrestrition to xn = 0 makes sense. However, the limit in (3.1) might depend on the �j ,but in Proposition 5.1 below, this is shown not to be the ase for the spaes treated here.(The proedure in (3.1) was used to de�ne the trae in [12℄, but without justi�ation orrelation to other trae notions.)The usefulness of (3.1) depends on the availability of easy-to-apply results for theonvergene of a series P1j=0 uj . While for a general Banah spae X a �nite normseries, P1j=0 kuj jXk < 1, is suh a riterion, Bsp;q has a variant with `sq(Lp)-normswithout the troublesome F�1�jF ating on uj .For the reader's sake, these riteria for series with spetral onditions are realledwith [23: Theorems 3.6 and 3.7℄ in parts (ii) and (iv) of the theorem below, togetherwith supplements on the borderline ases for s = max(0; np � n) in parts (i) and (iii).Theorem 3.1. Let a seriesP1j=0 uj of distributions uj in S 0(Rn) be given togetherwith numbers s 2 R and p; q 2 ℄0;1℄, and onsider thenB = � 1Xj=0 2sjqkuj jLpkq� 1q (3:2)as a onstant in [0;1℄ (with sup-norm over j if q = 1). Then the following assertionis valid:(i) If s = 0, 1 � p � 1 and q � 1, then B < 1 implies that Puj onverges inLp(Rn) to a sum u for whih kujLpk � B holds.In addition, suppose that for some A > 0 the spetral onditionsuppFuj � f� j j�j � A2jg (3:3)is satis�ed by eah uj (j � 0). Then one has:(ii) If s > max(0; np � n), then B <1 implies onvergene of Puj in S 0(Rn) to alimit u in Bsp;q(Rn) for whih kujBsp;qk � B holds for some onstant  = (n; s; p; q).(iii) If s = np � n, p 2 ℄0; 1[ and q 2 ℄0; 1℄, then B < 1 implies onvergene ofPuj in L1(Rn) to a limit u in L1 for whih kujL1k � B holds for some onstant = (n; p; q).



770 J. JohnsenMoreover, there is then a onstant  = (n; p; q) suh that u belongs to B np�np;1 orB nq�nq;1 and satis�es the estimatekujB np�np;1 k � B when q � p < 1 (3:4)kujB nq�nq;1 k � B when p < q � 1; (3:5)respetively.(iv) Furthermore, if the stronger onditionsuppFuj � �� j A�12j � j�j � A2j	 (3:6)holds for j > 0, then assertion (ii) holds for all s 2 R.Proof. The ompleteness of Lp easily gives assertion (i) (f. [15: Proposition 2.5℄).The L1-part of assertion (iii) may be redued to assertion (i) by means of the Nikolski��-Planherel-Polya inequality (f. [15: Proposition 2.6℄; modulo typos there: Lp shouldhave been L1 and the orresponding estimate kujL1k � B). This gives the existeneof u, and sine F�1(�jû) = 1Xk=j�hF�1(�j ûk)for some �xed h 2 Z, we may for q � p use `q ,! `p to getkF�1(�jû)jLpk � � 1Xk=j�h k��j � ukjLpkp� 1p� � 1Xk=j�h 2k(np�n)pk��jjLpkpkukjLpkp� 1p� max �k��0jLpk; k��1jLpk�2j(n�np )B: (3:7)
Therefore u is in Bsp;1 for s = np � n with the required estimate. For p < q theNikolski��-Planherel-Polya inequality applied to B redues the question to the ase withp = qIt was also shown in [15: Example 2.4℄ that in both the assertions (i) and (iii) ofTheorem 3.1 the restrition q � 1 is optimal; for q > 1 there exists series diverging inD0(Rn) for whih the assoiated B is �nite.In addition to this, the reeiving spaes in assertion (iii) must have sum-exponentsequal to in�nity (see [7: Theorem 6℄, where this is derived from trae estimates) andthe integral-exponents annot be smaller than p and q, respetively:Proposition 3.2. If for some t 2 R and r > 0 there exists  2 ℄0;1[ suh thatevery u 2 S(Rn) satis�eskujBtr;1k � � 1Xj=0 2j(np�n)qkuj jLpkq� 1q (3:8)



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 771whenever u =Puj is a deomposition satisfying (3:3), then r � q.Consequently, for p < q � 1 in part (iii) of Theorem 3:1, the reeiving spae B nq�nq;1is optimal with respet to the integral-exponent.Proof. The latter statement follows from the former, for on the one hand B nq�nq;1 ,!B nr�nr;1 for r � q, and if, on the other hand, B nr �nr;1 reeives with an estimate for somer < q, then (3.8) holds. In partiular, it does so when u =Puj is a deomposition ofa Shwartz funtion, so the ontraditing onlusion r � q follows.When (3.8) holds, one may for arbitrary �xed points xj 2 Rn de�ne!N = NXk=1 �	k(x� xk): (3:9)Independently of the hoie of xj , the right-hand side of (3.8) equals N 1q k�	0jLpk, andit is well known that x1; x2; : : : may be hosen suh thatk!N jBtr;1k � (r)N 1r ; (3:10)so in view of (3.8) the inequality r � q must hold. For ompleteness' sake it is remarkedthat (3.10) may be seen thus: learly, the fat 	k � 1 on supp�0 yieldsk!N jBtr;1k � k��0 � !N jLrk =  NXk=1 ��0(� � xk)����Lr: (3:11)Moreover, �0(�) = �0(��) � 0, so ��0 is real-valued with ��0(0) > 0, hene some Æ > 0ful�ls ��0(x) > 12 ��0(0) > 0 for jxj < Æ. There is also R > Æ suh that j��0(x)j < 12N ��0(0)for jxj > R, so if xj = 3jR(1; 0; : : : ; 0),k!N jBtr;1k � 12� NXk=1 ZB(xk;Æ) j��0(x� xk)jr dx� 1r = (r;�0; Æ)N 1r : (3:12)Indeed, j��0 � !N j � ��0(� � xj)� N�12N ��0(0) � 12 ��0(� � xj)holds on the ball B(xj ; Æ) beause jxk � xj > R does so for k 6= j. This shows (3.10)Remark 3.3. In assertions (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.1, the series u = Pujonverges in Bsp;q if q < 1 and in Bs�"p;1 for " > 0 if q = 1. This is a well-known easyonsequene of the ompleteness and the norm estimate in the theorem.Remark 3.4. The spetral onditions in (3.3) are robust under restrition: whenx = (x0; x00) is a splitting of the variables and x00 is kept �xed, thensuppFx0!�0uj(�; x00) � f�0 j j�0j � A2jg (3:13)



772 J. Johnsenby the Paley-Wiener-Shwartz theorem, for uj(�; x00) is still an analyti funtion satis-fying the relevant estimates in Re z0 and Im z0. By the same argument, (3.6) goes overinto (3.13) for uj(�; x00).3.2 The distribution trae. A rather general de�nition of the trae is obtained asr0f := f(0) on the subspae C(R;D0(Rn�1)) � D0(Rn): (3:14)For the spaes onsidered in this note, the working de�nition in (3.1) atually amountsto a restrition of r0. This is proved in Proposition 5.1 below by means of the injetionin (3.14), so this folklore is expliated (in lak of a referene):Proposition 3.5. Let f 2 C(R;D0(Rn�1)), whereby D0(Rn�1) has the w�-topology.Then h�f ; 'i = ZRhf(t); '(�; t)i dt (' 2 C10 (Rn)) (3:15)de�nes an injetion of C(R;D0(Rn�1)) into D0(Rn).Proof. When ' 2 C10 is supported by the retangle K = [�k; k℄n, bilinearityand the Banah-Steinhaus theorem for C10 ([�k; k℄n�1) give ontinuity of the map t 7!hf(t); '(�; t)i and, for onstants k; Nk <1, the bound���� Z k�khf(t); '(�; t)i dt���� � 2kk sup�D�'(x) j x 2 K; j�j � Nk	; (3:16)while ' of the form  (x0)�(t) yields the injetivity of f 7! �fWhile it is meaningful, for every subspae X of D0(Rn), to ask whetherX � C(R;D0(Rn�1)); (3:17)it is for arbitrary u 2 D0(Rn) meaningless to ask whether the dependene on xn isontinuous. Despite this peuliarity, the estimates yielding boundedness of 0 in (3.1)do also give inlusions like (3.17) for the domains of 0 (f. Proposition 5.1).Remark 3.6. On X = Cb(Rn), where the inlusion in (3.17) is lear, it followsthat (3.1) onverges to the ontinuous funtion obtained from the operation in (1.1)as expeted. Indeed, sine 	k = �0 + : : : + �k gives an approximative identity, viz.F�1	k, for the onvolution algebra X,u(0) = limk!1 �	k � u(�; 0) = 0u: (3:18)Remark 3.7. Considering �0 : H1(R+) ! C given by �0u = u(0), the restrition�0jC10 extends by ontinuity to the zero-operator L2 ! C. This exempli�es that whena restrition of an operator is extended by ontinuity between another pair of spaes,the resulting map may be very di�erent from the original one. A less obvious exampleis 0jS extended as T in (1.4) (f. (1:6)� (1:8)).Remark 3.8. To avoid phenomena as those in Remark 3.7, the approah of thispaper is �rst of all to de�ne r0 as the distributional trae on C(R;D0(Rn�1)); for thisreason Proposition 3.5 is inluded. Seondly, boundedness of 0:X ! Y is obtainedtogether with the identity 0 = r0jX without extension by ontinuity.



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 7734. BoundednessTo obtain the ontinuity properties, observe that sine F�1(�j û) has spetrum in theball B(0; R2j) for R = 1310 , it follows from Remark 3.4 by freezing x0 that F�1(�jû)(x0; �)has spetrum in [�R2j ; R2j℄, hene by the Nikol'ski��-Planherel-Polya inequality thatF�1(�j û)(x0; �)��L1(R) � (R2j) 1p F�1(�j û)(x0; �)��Lp(R); (4:1)when the latter is applied in the xn-variable only. Integration with respet to x0 thengives the basi Lp-L1 estimate supxn2RjF�1(�j û)(�; xn)�� ���Lp(Rn�1) � 2 jp F�1(�jû)��Lp(Rn); (4:2)and taking in partiular xn = 0,F�1(�j û)(�; 0)��Lp(Rn�1) � 2 jp F�1(�j û)��Lp(Rn): (4:3)The boundedness in Theorems 1:1� 1:3 now follows by Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.4.For example, that u 2 B 1pp;1(Rn) means that the right-hand side of (4.3) is in `1, soP1j=0 F�1(�jFu)��xn=0 onverges in Lp (beause of its onvergent norm series); henealso in D0(Rn�1) when 1 � p � 1. So, with the limit denoted 0u aording to theworking de�nition of 0,k0ujLpk � 1Xj=0 kF�1(�jû)(�; 0)jLpk � kujB 1pp;1k: (4:4)For B 1pp;q with 0 < q < 1 part (i) of Theorem 3.1 applies.When s = np � n + 1 for p < 1, then (4.3) may be multiplied by 2j(s� 1p ) and the`q-norm of both sides alulated. By Remark 3.4 { this time applied with the freezingxn = 0 { and (iii) of Theorem 3.1, the properties in (1:10)�(1:11) are obtained. Observehere that the assumption on s is equivalent tos� 1p = (n� 1)( 1p � 1) (4:5)whih is required when part (iii) of Theorem 3.1 is applied to the o-domain Bs� 1pp;q (Rn�1).In the same way (4.3) and part (ii) of Theorem 3.1 may be used to show the boundednessin Theorem 1.1.Following [21: 2.7.2℄, the right inverse K of 0 may be taken asKv = 1Xj=0  (2jxn)F�1(�0j v̂)(x0) (4:6)



774 J. Johnsenwhen  2 S(R) has suppF � [�1; 1℄ and  (0) = 1. Indeed, letting vj = F�1�0jFv,suppF( (2j�)vj) � �� 2 Rn j 2j � j�j � 3 � 2j	 (4:7)k (2j�)vjjLp(Rn)k = 2� jp k jLp(R)k kvjjLp(Rn�1)k; (4:8)so part (iv) of Theorem 3.1 gives that Kv is well de�ned and that, for s 2 R,Kv��Bsp;q(Rn) � v��Bs� 1pp;q (Rn�1): (4:9)Moreover, for s > 1p + (n� 1)( 1p � 1)+ the already shown ontinuity of 0 gives0Kv =X 0� (2jxn)vj(x0)� =X (0)vj = v: (4:10)This reproves the laims on K in Theorem 1.1.Remark 4.1. The spaes B 1pp;1(Rn) with 1 � p � 1 are maximal among thoseunder onsideration, for when s > 1p + (n� 1)( 1p � 1)+,Bsp;q ,! B 1rr;1 for r = max(1; p) (4:11)and this also holds when s = 1p + (n� 1)( 1p � 1)+ and q � 1.5. Continuity in the xn -variableIn view of Remark 4.1, the proof of Theorem 1.4 need only be onduted for the B 1pp;1(Rn)spaes with 1 � p � 1. Clearly, xn = 0 does not play a speial role, for the mixednorm estimate in (4.2) `absorbs' any value equally well: obviously,supxn2RF�1(�jû)(�; xn)��Lp(Rn�1) � 2 jp F�1(�j û)��Lp(Rn) (5:1)follows in the same way as (4.3). This means that the funtion seriest 7! 1Xj=0F�1(�jû)��xn=t (5:2:)onverges in the Banah spae Cb(R; Lp(Rn�1)), say, with the limit denoted by fu(t).So for every u 2 B 1pp;1(Rn) with 1 � p � 1,fu 2 Cb(R; Lp(Rn�1)) ,! D0(Rn) (5:3)and fu(0) = 0u by the working de�nition of 0. By (3.5), the injetion in (5.3) is wellde�ned and ontinuous; in fatjhf; 'ij � Z kf(t)jLpk k'(�; t)jLp0k dt� (diamsupp') 1p kf jCb(R; Lp)k k'jLp0(Rn)k (5:4)for every test funtion ', when p+ p0 = pp0. However, sine the series of C1-funtionsin (5.2) onverges to the given u in S 0(Rn), hene in D0(Rn), it follows from (5:3)�(5:4)that u = fu. This proves



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 775Proposition 5.1. Let u 2 B 1pp;q(Rn) for some p 2 [1;1℄ and q � 1. Then thefuntion fu given by (5:2)� (5:3) de�nes a distribution �fu , by Proposition (3:5), thatoinides with u; that is, �fu = u.Thereby (3.17) has been veri�ed for the result in Theorem 1.3, so the distributiontrae u(0) is de�ned for every u 2 B 1pp;1; viewing u as an element of C(R;D0(Rn)) givesu(0) = fu(0) = 0u as desired. In partiular, 0u in (3.1) is independent of the hoieof partition of unity.6. SurjetivitySine 0 in (1.14) has dense range, it is for q = 1 surjetive preisely when its adjoint�0 has a bounded inverse from ran(�0) to L�p (see, e.g., [19: Theorem 4.15℄).For 1 � p <1 and q = 1 the adjoint is bounded, when p+ p0 = pp0,�0 : Lp0(Rn�1)! B 1p0�1p0;1 (Rn) (6:1)(f. [23℄ for the dual spae) and �0u = u
 Æ0 for u 2 Lp0 sine for ' 2 Sh�0u; 'i = hu; '(�; 0)i = hu
 Æ0; 'i: (6:2)It remains to be shown, with primes omitted for simpliity, thatkujLpk � ku
 Æ0jB 1p�1p;1 k =: B(u) (6:3)for all u 2 Lp(Rn�1) whenever p 2 ℄1;1℄. Using Lemma 2.1 we have a partition of unity1 =P1k=0PJ 6=;�J;k, where eah �J;k is a produt:�J;k(�) = �J;k(�0) �J;k(�n)�J;k(�0) = �J (2�k�0); �J;k(�n) = �J (2�k�n) (k > 0): (6:4)By (6.1), the orresponding B 1p�1p;1 -norm with supremum over (J; k) givesk��J jLpk k��J;k � ujLpk = 2j( 1p�1)F�1(�J;kF(u
 Æ0))jLp � B(u) <1: (6:5)Sine �J (0) 6= 0 for some J , we an take J suh that��J;k � u! a � u in D0 for k !1 (6:6)if a := R ��J 6= 0. The w�-ompatness of the balls in Lp together with (6:5) � (6:6)show that (6.3) holds with  equal to (ak��J jLpk)�1. From the Besov spaes' point ofview the surjetivity is proved in a natural way above; essentially it is known from thetehnial report [18℄.



776 J. JohnsenFor q � 1 the dual of B 1pp;q is independent of q, beause (B 1pp;q)� = B� 1pp0;1 then (f.[21: 2.11.2℄). Therefore the adjoint remains equal to (6.1) for q < 1, so it suÆes toshow that the Closed Range Theorem is valid when the domain is a quasi-Banah spae.Observe �rst, for preision, that Bsp;q is an F -spae in Rudin's terminology [19℄ whend(u; v) := ku � vjBsp;qk� and � = min(1; p; q). Hene ontinuity and boundedness areequivalent for operators between these quasi-Banah spaes [19℄.Moreover, de�ning the operator norm in the usual way, B(X;Y ) beomes a quasi-Banah spae; kS + Tk � (kSk + kTk) holds with the same onstant as it does fork � jY k. In partiular, X� is always a Banah spae. As usual eah T 2 B(X;Y ) has anadjoint T � 2 B(Y �; X�).Proposition 6.1. Let X be a quasi-Banah spae suh that k � jXk� is subadditivefor some � 2 ℄0; 1℄, let Y be a Banah spae and T : X ! Y be a bounded linear operator.When T (X) = Y , then boundedness of T ��1 from T �(Y �) to Y � implies that T issurjetive, i.e. T (X) = Y .Proof. Sine kerT � � T (X)? = f0g, the inverse is well de�ned; by assumptionthere is a onstant  <1 suh thatky�jY �k �  kT �y�jX�k for all y� 2 Y �: (6:7)This inequality implies that T is open. Indeed, ifX is a Banah spae, this is the ontentof [19: Lemma 4.13℄. When only Y is assumed to be a Banah spae, the redutionfrom part (b) to (a) in the proof of [19: Lemma 4.13℄ arries over verbatim (sine theHahn-Banah theorem is only used for Y ), and in the proof of (a) the sequene ("n)should be piked in `� suh thatP1n=1 "�n < 1�ky1jY k�. Then the sequenes (xn) and(yn) de�ned there satisfy1Xn=1 kxnjXk� � kx1jXk� + 1Xn=1 "�n < ky1jY k� + (1� ky1jY j�) = 1; (6:8)hene x =Pxn onverges in X and has kxjXk < 1 as desired. Thus (6.7) implies thatT is an open mapping, but as suh it's neessarily surjetiveAltogether this shows that Lp(Rn�1) is the image of B 1pp;q(Rn) under 0 for everyq � 1 when 1 � p <1.Remark 6.2. It is known that every quasi-Banah spae X has an equivalent quasi-norm suh that k � jXk� is sub-additive for some � 2 ℄0; 1℄. In view of this, Proposition6.1 holds for all quasi-Banah spaes.



Traes of Besov Spaes Revisited 7777. The borderline for 0 < p < 1Sine the boundedness in Theorem 1.2 is proved in Setion 4 above, it remains to showthe laim on the integral-exponents. That it is neessary for p < q � 1 in Theorem 1.2to let B(n�1)( 1q�1)q;1 (Rn�1) reeive 0u follows beause the inequality r � q is implied bythe estimate k0ujBtr;1k � kujB np�n+1p;q k: (7:1)To show this impliation, it suÆes to extend the !N in the proof of Proposition 3.2 bytaking some � 2 S(R) satisfying supp � � ℄1; 2[ and ��(0) = 1 and setE!N(x) = NXk=1 ��(2kxn) �	k(x0 � x0k): (7:2)Using (7.1) and part (ii) of Theorem 3.1 to estimate the Besov norm of E!N , it is easilyseen that!N ��Btr;1(Rn�1) = 0E!N ��Btr;1 � E!N ��B np�n+1p;q (Rn) � N 1q : (7:3)Beause of (3.10) the inequality r � q holds.8. Final remarksSome of the laims made after (1.4) in the introdution shall now be explained for thereader's sake. While the �rst two remarks onern the di�erene between 0 and T , thethird observation about the boundary problems might be of general interest.Remark 8.1. To show (1.6), note �rst that in addition to (1.9), k := 2k(n�1)�(2k�)'! Æ 
 'in Bsp;1 for k !1 when 1p < s < np � n (whih entails p < 1� 1n ), at least if �̂ = 1 in aball around �0 = 0. Indeed, by Remark 3.3,Æ0 = � + 1Xk=1�2k(n�1)�(2k�)� 2(k�1)(n�1)�(2k�1�)�onverges in Bsp;1(Rn�1) while � 
 ' maps ontinuously into Bsp;1(Rn) by [9℄. Hene k ! Æ0 
 ' there, and T k ! 0 as shown in (1.9); i.e. (1.6) holds.Remark 8.2. For s = np � n+ 1 it is useful to onsidervk(x) = 1k 2kXl=k+1 2l(n�1)f(2lx0)g(2lxn) (8:1)



778 J. Johnsenfor Shwartz funtions f and g with their spetra in balls of radius 12 suh that R f = 1and g(0) = 1. As shown in [16: Lemma 2.8℄, 0vk ! Æ0 in D0 while vk ! 0 in B np�n+1p;qif q > 1, so that 0 is only ontinuous from B np�n+1p;q if q � 1.However, Tvk = 1k 2kXl=k+1 2l(n�1)f(2l�)sine vk 2 S, and kTvkjLpk is O(k(n�1)(1� 1p )) and so tends to 0 for k ! 1; that is,already at the borderline 0 and T behave di�erently.Remark 8.3. For 
 equal to the unit ball in Rn (n � 3), Franke and Runst [8:Setion 6.5℄ proved that B np�n+1p;1 (
) ontains an in�nite-dimensional solution spae forthe problem ��u = 0 in 
Tu = 0 on Sn�1) : (8:2)In fat, for eah boundary point z 2 Sn�1 they showed that �(x�z)� 1n�2z�grad�(x�z),where �(x) = jxj2�n is the fundamental solution of��, belongs to this spae and solvesproblem (8.2).Moreover, in [14℄ it was proved that the Boutet de Monvel alulus of pseudo-di�erential boundary operators (for ellipti problems) extends niely to spaes withp < 1. However, for trae operators and P
 +G that preisely have lass r 2 Z, it wasproved that s � np � n+ r is neessary for ontinuity from Bsp;q to D0 when p < 1.Taken together, these fats show that not only the usual Fredholm properties butalso the ontinuity of solution operators for ellipti problems would break down forp < 1 unless s = np � n+ r is taken as the borderline for operators of lass r. (For theDirihl�et realisation of �, the latter fat was also shown by Chang, Krantz and Stein[4℄.)Referenes[1℄ Agmon, S. and L. H�ormander: Asymptoti properties of solutions to partial di�erentialequations with simple harateristis. J. Anal. Math. 30 (1976), 1 { 38.[2℄ Burenkov, V. I. and M. L. Gol'dman: On the extension of funtions of Lp (in Russian).Trudy Mat. Inst. Steklov 150 (1979), 31 { 51.[3℄ Bergh, J. and J. L�ofstr�om: Interpolation spaes. Berlin: Springer-Verlag 1976.[4℄ Chang, D.-C., Krantz, S. G. and E. M. Stein: Hp theory on smooth domains in RN andellipti boundary value problems. J. Fun. Anal. 14 (1993), 286 { 347.[5℄ Frazier, M. and B. Jawerth: Deomposition of Besov spaes. Indiana Univ. Math. J. 34(1985), 777 { 799.[6℄ Frazier, M. and B. Jawerth: A disrete transform and deomposition of distribution spaes.J. Fun. Anal. 93 (1990), 34 { 170.[7℄ Farkas, W., Johnsen, J. and W. Sikel: Traes of anisotropi Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaes{ a omplete treatment of the borderline ases. Math. Bohemia (to appear).
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